Receipt date：

(y/m/d)
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Receiver’s seal：

Receipt No：
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Registry

Application Form for Data of General Compilation of Landowners’ Properties
Item
for
applic
ation

1.Scope of general compilation FNation-wide F _______City (County)
2. Scope of Data FLand and constructional improvement Fland F constructional improvement
3.Type of general compilation FAll FOwner F Administrator of owner
4.Output method for data of general compilation FViewing FPrinting FElectronic data

Status
Subject of general
compilation

Name

ID card number

Domicile

Signature or seal

Applicant
Agent
Assigned The application for this general compilation is commissioned to╴╴╴╴╴╴╴.
The assignor is undeniably the holder of right or his heir and the administrator of the object of registration. Their status has been
commission checked with no doubt. The agent will be responsible for legal duty should it be untrue.
Attached 1.
Number of copies:
3.
Number of copies:
5.
Number of copies:
documents 2.
Number of copies:
4.
Number of copies:
6.
Number of copies:
Initial
Notes for application and collection of fees
Re-examination
Decision
examination
1. The application is limited to the general compilation data of the same
landowner or holder of other rights, or administrator. Separated
application forms should be filled up and extra fee will be charged if
there are applications for the general compilation data of different
Record of
subjects of general compilation.
the treatment Operator of Number of Number of Number
Fees
2.
According
to Paragraph one of Article 8 of the Regulations for General
printing
sheets
property
of
record
of the case
Compilation of Landowners’ Properties: Landowners or holders of other
rights or their heirs, or the administrators may apply for inquiring,
viewing or copying of their data in general registers of landowners.

Calculator

Receipt

Code:
Record of
the treatment
of the case

Number:

Signature or seal 3. For the time being only the nation-wide compilation data of landowners
of the applicant
or administrators can be queried, the form includes data such as County
upon receiving the
(City), Village (Township, City, District), Section (Sub-section), lot
result of
number, area, scope of right, use zone and assigned land category etc.
4. Applicants shall submit identification paper and the papers requested by
application
the competent authority of the Central Government. If the application is
filed by agents, the certificate of commission and documents of evidence
to prove the status documents shall be submitted.
5. NT$400 shall be paid for each application of the compilation data
besides the payments of viewing fees, printing fees or information fees:
（1）Viewing fees: NT$20 for each lot (building) per 10 minutes, for those
less than10 minutes would be deemed to be 10 minutes.
（2）Printing fees：NT$20 per sheet.
（3）Information fees：NT$0.5 per record to round up to one dollar,
whatever less than NT$1 would not be charged.
6. This case has used the ID card number or name of the landowner whose
properties are generally compiled for querying and is the result of
searching the 「National land basic database」 of Ministry of the Interior.
That database is a nationwide collection of cadastral data of land and
constructional improvements in the database of each Municipal, County
(City) government which synchronizes with each other in response to
changes. However there still exist time lags among those databases in
response to changes.

